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Turfgrass Entomologists From Across the ~
United States Converge inWooster, OR Ij

Finally, this meeting also afforded industry col-
leagues to present their respective products. In terms
of new turfgrass insecticides, Syngenta revealed that
Meridian (thiamethoxam) now has EPA registration
and is commercially available for purchase and use in
2007. DuPont revealed a new insecticide chemistry,
chlorantraniliprole. Chlorantraniliprole is an anthranilic
diamide, a novel class of insecticide that is effective
against both white grubs and surface feeding insects
such as sod webworm and black cutworm; few newly
developed products have this attribute. Moreover, this
compound has an acute oral LD50 of > 5000 for the
technical active ingredient. These, as well as other new
insecticides, allow turfgrass managers to maintain an
optimistic outlook for the future in managing trouble-
some arthropod pests in turf while making every effort
to sustain environmental quality.*

By Dr. R. Chris Williamson, Deportment of Entomology, University of Wisconsin - Madison

Entomologists that study arthropods (insects and
mites) in turfgrass recently participated in the

National Turfgrass Entomology Workshop in Wooster,
OH on March 11-12, 2007. The purpose of this
meeting is to provide a venue for the exchange of cur-
rent issues or pest problems, research ideas and data
as well provide insight on the future of arthropod pest
management as amongst academicians, graduate stu-
dents and industry colleagues. The overriding theme
of the meeting was alternative, non-chemical control
of arthropod pests with emphasis on microbial control
strategies including entomopathogenic nematodes
and bacterial, fungal and viral control agents.
Without question, microbial control agents are

potentially valuable tools that have utility and
promise. However, due to limited research studies,
comprehensive knowledge and understanding of not
only the beneficial, but the potential negative attrib-
utes are unclear. Numerous informal presentations
were made regarding the use of entomopathogenic
nematodes; there were some exciting data presented
that suggested entomopathognic nematodes are
capable of providing comparable control (efficacy) to
conventional insecticides of several white grub
species. Unfortunately, the nematode species used in
the studies are not currently commercially available.
One explanation is that mass producing entomopath-
ogenic nematodes is not only physically difficult, but
can be cost prohibitive, especially when conventional
insecticides are relatively inexpensive comparatively.
This meeting also provided a platform for graduate

students to showcase their current research
project(s). One particular presentation discussed that
was especially intriguing was the potential ofBacillus
thuringiensis japonensis strain Buibui. Based on
the information presented, Btj Buibui provided con-
sistent control (i.e., > 70%) of 1st, 2nd or 3rd instar
Japanese beetle, Popillia japonica Newman, larvae.
These results are encouraging, especially since 2nd
and particularly 3rd instar grubs are often quite diffi-
cult to control with conventional insecticides. Another
noteworthy study revealed that entomopathogenic
nematodes are a viable control strategy for the annual
bluegrass weevil, Listronojus maculicolis (ABW),
problem in the NE United States. Recent research
findings suggest that ABW has developed resistance
to the synthetic pyrethroid insecticides. For this
reason, such information is invaluable.

See the unique, dynamic pattern of three
dimensional channels that are created by a typical
DryJect application. The aggressive subsurface
changes created allow for air, water and nutrients
to feed the root zone like no other system on the
market today without disrupting the surface.
DryJect has been used on some of the nation's top
golf venues including Oakmont, Winged Foot and
Merion. Also, the Dallas Cowboys Training Center
uses DryJect.

Contact an authorized, experienced Dryject
Service Center Contractor and start aerating,
injecting or modifying your soil today.
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You're either spending too much.
Too much time. Too much money. And you aren't getting better brown patch or dollar spot control for your extra
investment. Soswitch to Chipco" 26GT. It knocks down mycelium within 24 hours of application. And it lasts 14 days or
more, twice as long as chlorothalonil. Plus, broad-spectrum Chipco 26GTworks as a preventive and a curative against
dollar spot and brown patch. You can also tank mix 26GTwith other fungicides for season-long control. And 26GTwill cost
you about 32% less than what you'd spend for chlorothalonil.
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... or getting short changed.
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significantly enhanced in 1997 that it demanded a new name. While
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than 26019) without sacrificing its excellent 14-day residual.
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Sustainable Golf Courses in the
21st Century
By Dr. Doug Solclat, Department of Soil Science, University of Wisconsin - Madison

Unless you've been living in a cave for the past 10
years, you've witnessed the rise of a buzzword: sus-

tainability. It's hard to turn on the evening news or read
the newspaper without hearing the word. If you need
more evidence, type "sustainability" into Google and
navigate through the myriad ofweb sites that appear. The
golfindustry has not been irmnune from the sustainability
concept. Ronald G. Dodson is the author of a book
devoted to sustainability in golf (Dodson, 2005). The goal
of the USGATurfgrass and Environmental Research pro-
gram is to "develop turfgrasses and cultural systems with
enhanced stress tolerance and reduced supplemental
water requirements, pesticide use and costs." Although
the word is not used, the sustainability overtones are
umnistakable. Tomake the point that this is a worldwide
issue, the R&A(the governing body of golf outside of the
USAand Mexico) maintains a web site (www.bestcourse-
forgolf.org) to help golf course managers "achieve best
practices in sustainable course and club management."
Not wanting to fall behind, I enrolled in a course

called "Sustainable Development in the 21st Century"
a few years ago. One of the assignments was to read
Natural Capitalism (Hawken et al., 2000). I enjoyed
the book because it was a welcome departure from the
standard doom and gloom of the typical environ-
mental text. In the book, the authors present the idea
that the environmental challenges with which we are
presently faced can not only be overcome, but can be
used to enhance the economic bottom line. For
example, installing super efficient windows may cost
15 - 20% more up front, but heating and cooling costs
can be reduced by 97%. In addition to energy savings,
smaller (less expensive) heating and cooling units can
be installed resulting in an even quicker cost recovery.
With the price of energy these days, it doesn't take a
mathematician to conclude that those extra up-front
costs will be recovered many times over.
This line of thinking sounds familiar, doesn't it?

Construct your putting greens correctly now to avoid
problems later. Using a pest resistant grass leads to
less pesticide use. An extra dollar spent now can pre-
vent three dollars being spent down the road. But
there is more to the story than just building things
properly. Sustainability also means reducing waste, or
finding a use for it. For example, the University of
Wisconsin - Madison operates a combined heating and
power plant. The waste heat generated in the power
plant is captured and used by the heating plant. The
"waste" heat is used to heat campus buildings,

resulting in reduced operational costs and signifi-
cantly lower CO2 emissions than if the power and heat
plants were operated separately.
These two examples illustrate the two ingredients

of a sustainable system: #1) use efficient materials
and #2) turn waste into something useful. To date, the
lion's share of research on improving the sustainability
of golf courses has focused on developing resource-
efficient grass species and identifying management
practices that conserve resources. Drs. Mike Casler,
John Stier, and Chris Williamson are leaders in this

1-800-287 -9645
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Pumpstation Professionals joins forces with
Municipal Well & Pump

On Friday, February 23rd, 2007 - Midwest Well Services, Inc. dba,
Municipal Well & Pump purchased Pumpstation Professionals.

Pumpstation Professionals provides electrical controls, pumpstation
repairs and maintenance services to more than 120 different golf courses
and various municipalities throughout Wisconsin, Illinois and Michigan.
They have gained a reputation as one of the best in the industry. This is
evident when you take a look at their client list, here is a short sample:

• Grand Geneva, Lake Geneva, WI - Winner of Golf Week Maga-
zine's prestigious 2005 Silver Medal for the 8th consecutive year.

• University Ridge, Verona, WI - Home of the UW Badgers, ranked
#8 in Wisconsin by Golf Week Magazine 2006.

• Whisper Creek Golf Club, Huntley, IL - Located within the award
winning Sun City, a Del Webb community, and one of the many, very
fine courses managed by Billy Casper Golf.

Pumpstation Professionals was founded by Robert L. Cross in November
2001. Bob's background includes a degree in Machine Science along
with his experience as a master electrician and electro/mechanical
design with an emphasis in high-tech water pumping systems.

By combining the strengths of Municipal Well & Pump and Pumpstation
Professionals, we are now able to offer all of our clients, both Municipal,
Industrial, Golf Courses, and Irrigation customers a stronger, single
source solution for all of their well, pump and electrical control needs.

Together, Municipal Well & Pump and Pumpstation Professionals will
strive to provide the best solutions in the industry and do it all with one
goal in mind:

Honesty, Integrity & Complete Customer Satisfaction

Municipal Well & Pump
1212 Storbeck Drive, PO Box 311

VV~URun,VVl53963
Phone: 920-324-3400 . ToU-Free: 800-383-7412· Fax: 920-324-3431

www.municipalwellandpump.com

Pumpstation Professionals
1212 Storbeck Drive, PO Box 311

'cCC •• • .....\ Waupun, wt 53963
Phone: 262-490-1992·' Toll-Free: 800-383-7412· Fax: 920 ..324-3431

WWW.pumpstationpros.com
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area of research which falls under category #1. This
type of research is extremely important, and will con-
tinue to be a cornerstone of the sustainability move-
ment in golf. To date, less work has been done to
address the second ingredient of sustainability.
Natural Capitalism forced me to think about areas
where waste could be turned into something useful on
our golf courses and below are two areas where we
can do better.
Wastewater
Today, the majority of courses built are associated

with housing developments. Houses generate waste-
water which flows into the sewer system and off to a
water treatment plant. As urban growth continues,
treatment plants are burdened by high capacity, and use
substantial amounts of energy to treat the water. The
processes that occur at a wastewater treatment plant
are similar to the processes that occur when wastewater
infiltrates through the soil or through wetlands. Soils
and wetlands are some of our most treasured resources
because they have the ability to function like a waste-
water treatment plant, and you can't beat the price.
Therefore, an obvious solution to the traditional

water treatment system is to create wetlands where the
wastewater from homes can be treated naturally. The

naturally treated water could be used to irrigate the golf
course. Youmight be thinking that this is already being
done in the arid Southwest and even in humid
Southeast. But in those areas, wastewater is generated
by the homes, delivered to a water treatment plant, and
then pumped back to the golf course. Notice the ineffi-
ciency? Not only would the electricity be reduced but
also the significant amount of infrastructure and main-
tenance associated with a sewer system.
One problem that has been identified with effluent

water use is that sometimes the golf course needs to
take more water than is required by the grass. A solution
to this is to incorporate areas for production of a biofuel
like switchgrass where any excess wastewater could be
applied to avoid saturating the golf course. The biofuel
could be harvested and sold for profit or used inheating
the local homes, clubhouse, or turf maintenance shop in
the winter.
Here in Wisconsin, we wouldn't need to worry much

about salinity and sodicity issues in the soil as much as
other areas of the USwhere rainfall is sparse. The spring
snowmelt and periodic heavy rains would keep our soils
relatively free from salt build up. Sure, we'd need to pay
more attention to the quality of our water but these
issues are relatively minor compared to the benefits.

Now there's a fairway fungicide
that protects against all major turf
diseases. What's better, it offers
a low 0.75 oz fairway rate for
control of dollar spot and brown
patch. New Headway" fungicide's
dual mode of action provides
complete systemic protection, so
the whole course can have the full
protection it needs.

Contact Steve Abler at 920-860-6374
to learn more.

www.syngentaprofessionalproducts.com

Important: Always read and follow label instructions before buyinq or using this product
©2006 Syngenta. Syngenta Professional Products, Greensboro, NC 27419

Headway" and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company.
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WHEN PERfORMANCE MATTERS'"

444 N. Madison street
P.O. Box 110
Chilton, WI 53014
Ph: 800-279-2341
Fax: 920-849-9576

©200? Jacobsen, A Textron Company. All rights reserved.
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Carbon Dioxide
Along with water, carbon dioxide (C02) is another

hot topic in the sustainability arena. Carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere is likely contributing the observed
changes in climate around the world. It has been long
known that grasslands are good at taking CO2 from the
air and storing (or sequestering) it below ground.
Recent work has found that turfgrass areas are pretty
good at this too (Milesi et aL, 2005, Pouyat et aL, 2006).
But we don't really need researchers to tell us that
because we are out there removing the organic matter
that builds up each year. Although the turtgrass takes
CO2 from the air and stores it in the soil, the equipment
(mowers, pumps, etc.) used to maintain the golf course
consumes fuel which adds CO2 back to the air. Myguess
is that the CO2 added by machinery is probably equal to
or more than the CO2 stored by the grass. But to my
knowledge nobody can say for sure.
A sustainable system will have zero CO2 emissions.

How can we possibly achieve this goal? In the waste-
water example we were utilizing a valuable resource
that was being wasted or used inefficiently. While not
exactly a waste product, there is energy in sunlight and
wind that is not being utilized. Wind and/or solar energy
could be converted to electricity. Several electric
mowers are available on the market, and Frank Rossi's
research suggests that the quality of cut from an electric
mower is just as good if not better than that from their
gas powered counterparts. Although electric equipment
seems to be improving every year, we'll need a sustained
effort from the major equipment manufacturers in this
area. Fuel use by heavy equipment may be unavoidable,
but the majority of fuel on a golf course is consumed by
the mowers. And fuel use by these types of equipment
could probably be easily canceled out by the carbon that
the turfgrass adds to the soil.
We have a long way to go before these goals can

become a reality. There are many research questions to
be answered, and many technologies that need
improvement. Initial investments will be high, but long
term payoffs will occur. Possibly more important than
the economics of building sustainable courses is the
change in public opinion on the impacts of golf courses
on the environment that will occur. I think we have an
opportunity to force a 180 degree change in this arena.
But like Jon Jennings of the Chicago Golf Club said
about fairway topdressing at the 2006 Golf Turf
Symposium in Kohler, you have to be committed to it.
There is no half-way. In the decades to come we need to
focus on changing from being a user ofwater to a waste-
water filter, and from contributing to CO2 in the atmos-
phere to removing it. The public will have no choice but
to recognize the benefits (or ecosystem services, if
you're looking for a new buzzword) that golf courses
provide. Itwould be an opportunity to make golf courses
a necessary component of a sustainable neighborhood

by cleaning wastewater and removing CO2 from the air.
Of course, the golf course will remain a green space for
wildlife and a place for the locals looking to blow off
some steam after work and on the weekends. It is in the
best interest of all organizations with an investment in
the future of golf to pursue these avenues and I look for-
ward to helping make this vision become a reality.
Endnote:
You can read Natural Capitalism in its entirety at:

http://www.natcap.orgl
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THE EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

Around the Corner to Spring
By Monroe S. Miller, Golf Course Superintendent, Blackhawk Country Club

Sun Prairie's Jinuny the Groundhog had it about
right in early February when he saw his shadow

and predicted six more weeks of winter. There were
two periods of heavy-duty winter - lots and lots of
snow and cold weather - and one caused problems for
WGCSAmembers returning from the GCSAAconfer-
ence. There was another stormy winter period in early
March. But warm days - 60 degrees F. in some areas
of Wisconsin - melted the snow and most of the melt
water went into the soil.
The moisture was welcome, but the conversation

north/south/east/west in Wisconsin after the melt was
snow mold. It seems every course had at least a little
of it, from the superficial to the serious. But as things
dried out at the end of the month, minds were eased
as the turf outgrew most of the damage. It won't be a
year of winterkill, thankfully, unless crown hydration
crops up soon. It could be a nice start to the year.

Everything To M.ake Your
Course Beautiful

Turf Seed • Fertilizers • Repair Parts
Golf Course Accessories • Equipment

800 · 321· 5325
LESCO is a registered trademarl< and Grow With Us is a lrademarl< 01 LESCO Technologies. LLC.
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But despite our double shot ofwinter in February and
March, this winter was the wannest on record worldwide.
NOAAreported the combined land and ocean temper-

atures for December through February were 1.5 degrees
F. above average for the period since record keeping
started in 1880.
For the U.S; the winter temperature was near average.

LikeWISconsin,the Ll.S.winter got off to a late start and
was spring-like until sometime in January. February
brought a return to reality and was the third coldest on
record. Last January was the hottest January on record in
the us.

•
Dr. Rick Klemme, associate dean of the College of

Agricultural and Life Sciences at the UW - Madison,
received a big promotion in late December. He will be
the Cooperative Extension dean and director for three
years, a term that started on February 1.
Rick has been a familiar face in the turf industry. A

lot of Extension work goes on in our business - how
else are we to learn from the research we support? -
and Dr. Klemme has always recognized the signifi-
cance of the grass industry in Wisconsin. He's in a
powerful and influential position and is to be congrat-
ulated for such an achievement.

•
The front page of the WallStreet Journal on one of the

days during the week of March 5th featured an article
about souped up golf carts. From the dateline in Clarnis,
California came the story about golf cart drag races on
speedways, races in the desert sand, and golf cars modi-
fied nearly beyond recognition.
The sport has become so popular that it features a

bimonthly magazine (96 pages), shows (BuggyBonanza)
and kits for retrofitting a golf car (Buggies Unlimited).
What's next - souped up triplex greens mowers?

•
I attended the New England Turfgrass Conference

during the first week ofMarch. It is one of the best, if not
the best, of the regional turfgrass conferences I have
attended. The program includes GCSAA seminars on
Monday, an awesome equipment show for three days,
and an educational program that blends faculty from six
northeast states.
My experience over the years has been the north-

east has problems similar to ours except that they
seem to get them several years before we do.
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Regulations, drought and subse-
quent water issues, diseases,
insects, and more all happen there
before the Midwest. They also have
the lead in solving these problems
and we can learn from that.
Therefore, it has been a valuable
event for me to attend from time to
time over the years.
Over the course of a long career

I have gotten to know quite a few
colleagues from that part of the
country and the networking is
tremendous. I also was able to stop
at Fiddlers Green near Amherst,
Massachusetts and visit with Dr.
Geoffrey Cornish, golf course archi-
tect and author. Standing in the
presence of this great man is an
experience I cannot describe, other
than to say each visit is unforget-
table. Also, I had the opportunity to
visit with Dr. Joseph Troll, Mel
Lucas, Anthony Grosso, Paul
Sabino, Peter Salinetti, Ralph
Nicotera, Scott MacKintosh, Mark
Mungearn and Tim Gerrish, all
friends who were attending the
show as well.
I also spent a lot of time visiting

with a friend of all of ours - Dr.
Geunhwa Jung, He is settled in at
the University of Massachusetts
and lives a short distance from
campus. No one doubted he would
fit in quickly, and he has. He is off
and running with his research pro-
gram, and we will all be hearing lots
from him in the years to come. New

UMass professor Dr. Geunhwa Jung at the
NE Turfgrass Conference.

England's gain was Wisconsin's loss.
Itwas colder there in Providence

than it was back in the Midwest, but
the four days were spent inside the
Providence Convention Center, and
they were very productive. Give it a
try sometime; you'll appreciate it,
too.

So, here we are on the threshold
of another season. I am a bit melan-
choly because I don't have many
more left before retirement; this
reality may heighten the extreme
experience of spring on a
Wisconsin golf course.
Best of luck to all for 2007.f

•

Tired of Sanitizing &.. Refilling Igloo Coolers Everyday?

Sick of the Extra Expense &.. TIme Needed Associated
with Filters and Bag Systems?

Looking for an Alternative That Takes Less TIme &.. Still
Ensures Your Customer Ice Cold, Completely Safe
Drinking Water?

We are Proud to Introduce Our Patented 5 Gallon
Bottled Water Drinking System for Golf Courses.

Please Call National Golf Graphics at 608·222·9363
To Learn More.

6320 Monona Dr., Suite 202A Madison, WI 53716
www.nationalgolfgraphics.comngg@tds.net
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The new EAGLE™
705/755 rotors spray
larger water droplets
that will stand up to
Mother Nature's
wind. They're
perfect for areas on
the course exposed
to winds between
10 and 20 mph.

The new EAGLE™
351B rotor is a short-
throw head designed
to precisely water
distances of 18 to 55
feet. If s ideal for tee
boxes and other
confined spaces.

The new underground
hose reel provides
quick & convenient
access to syringing
greens.
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IRRIGATION SALES
J.D. Huseboe 920-420-3980

Tom Rasmussen 414-313-5244
Phil Zastrow 800-785-3306, x245
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to the Milwaukee Brewers and Green Bay Packers
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MADISON (608)244-0200 4217 Nakoosa Trail
APPLETON (920) 788-0200 900 Randolph Drive, Little Chute

STEVENS POINT (715) 342-3600 3510 Post Road (Hwy. 54 & 51), Plover
ROCKFORD, IL (815) 961-0200 2241 N. Central Avenue, Rockford, IL

www.reinders.com


